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Overview 
Although our resources, as individuals and as a society are limited – or “scarce”, in the 
terminology of economics – our needs and wants are virtually unlimited, and so we must 
constantly make choices.  The concepts, models and methods of inquiry of economics 
can help us make good decisions about how resources should be used. 
By studying economics, students will develop an understanding of different economic 
systems and institutions and will be able to assess the degree to which these systems 
and institutions help satisfy people’s needs and wants.  In particular, economics 
examines how markets, prices, and governments influence economic decision-making.  
A knowledge of economics will help students assess when markets are best able to 
serve the public interest and when collective or government action is necessary.  It will 
also help them make better choices as consumers of goods and services, as 
contributors to the economy, and as economic citizens. 
 
Text:  Lovewell & Lorimer, Economics For Today. Toronto: 1995 
 
Units of Study:  
 
1.  Introduction to Economics  
 
 A.  terms  
 B.  choice  
 C.  models and theories  
 
2. Micro-economics  
 
 A.  supply  
 B.  demand  
 C.  elasticity  
 
3. Macro-economics  
 
 A.  economic indicators  
 B.  monetary policy  
 C.  fiscal policy  
   
4. Globalization  
 



Method Of Evaluation 
A.  Culminating Activities                   (Inquiry & Application)  20%          

           B.  ISU               (Inquiry & Application) 20% 
 C.  Tests / Quizzes                             (Knowledge/Understanding)   40% 
           D.  Final Exam                    (Application/Understanding) 20%  

                 Total         100% 
 
Classroom Expectations: 
 
1. Students are responsible for adhering to the Centennial code of conduct as            
outlined in the Centennial planner.  
 
2. These rules will be followed in this class. Ignorance of the law is no excuse.  
 
3. Lates are disruptive and must be kept to minimum as are trips out of the classroom  
 
4. Arrive with necessary materials and homework completed  
 
5. All school policies related to deportment will be used as the classroom standard  
 
6. Music devices and cell phones are not to be used in class unless permission from 
     teacher  
 
7. If you are going to be away, please notify your teacher in advance  
 
8. If you are going to be absent and miss an evaluation activity, you must make 
    alternate arrangements in advance with your teacher or write/submit it your first             
day\ back to school 
 
9. Students must accept responsibility to find out what work they have missed when           
absent  
 
10. Respect will be the basis of all interaction in the classroom  
 
11. Your teacher will always be willing to meet with a student at a mutually agreed                
time in order to offer additional support or direction  
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